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Direct Forum is a free email newsletter containing useful direct marketing tips, news updates and
how-to information. It’s convenient, informative and I am not trying to sell you anything!

1. What’s driving an increase
in online giving today?

2. Guerrilla marketing
    is an economical way
    to acquire new  
    followers/donors.

What’s driving an increase in
online giving today?
Two words: direct mail.

I’ve seen this change myself. An improved
online functionality and social media are not the
only factors driving an increase in online
revenue. Direct mail and other fundraising
channels are helping to a large extent.

Here are a few examples from my clients that indicate why non-profits
and charitable organizations need to take a deeper look into their own
online giving data to determine the true source of online donations:
• Last year Heart House Hospice received over 55% of their
donations via online giving to their year-end direct mail piece.
• And 73% of online donations to CMHA were received from donors
who traditionally gave by mailing back a BRE (Business Reply Envelope).
Image: Curtsy of Unsplash/ Photographer: Erica Steeves.
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You might think that this doesn’t add up. Most direct mail donors are
older and certainly not online donors. Online donors are only young
millennials—they don’t give through the mail, right? Well, that’s not
what these new numbers prove.
According to Pew Research older donors are also online
now. The fastest growing age group on Facebook is 65+.
Millennials are early adopters
and users of technology, but there
has been significant growth in
tech adoption since 2012 among
older generations – particularly
Gen Xers and Baby Boomers.
More than nine-in-ten Millennials
(93% of those who turn ages
23 to 38 this year) own
smartphones, compared with
90% of Gen Xers (those aged
39 to 54 this year), 68% of
Baby Boomers (ages 55 to 73)
and 40% of the Silent Generation
(74 to 91), according to a new
analysis of a Pew Research Center
survey of U.S. adults conducted
in early 2019.
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In terms of specific platforms, around three-fourths or more of both
Millennials and Gen Xers now report using Facebook (84% vs. 74%,
respectively). Boomers and Silents have both increased their Facebook
use by double digits since 2015. In fact, the share of Silents using
Facebook has nearly doubled in the past four years, from 22% to 37%.
Now, what exactly are teens doing with their cell phones?

Photo: Thom Holmes
Unsplash

Millennial donors need to be cultivated over time.
Millennials want to make an impact, but often they don’t have the
financial resources to do so. Let them share your content through social
media; they would be happy to do so if encouraged and would also
like to participate in an event to help raise money for your cause.
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So rather than focusing on trying to get money from this group, focus
instead on engaging and involving them. Most importantly show them
how their support (whether financial or not) has made an impact. Because
if you’re able to engage them now and keep them interested in your cause,
they’ll be more likely to donate to your organization in the future.

DIRECT MAIL
Because if it looks interesting,
What does this mean
for your charitable organization’s
MEANS BUSINESS
fundraising strategy?
9 out of 10

Most importantly this means that to increase your online giving
you need to continue to invest in direct mail andofother
sources of
Canadians
fundraising revenue, from sending regular e-mails
posting
will to
open
it. regular
updates to Facebook, Twitter and other social media channels.

Canadian companies say that
Direct Mail is a great way to
communicate with them.

ENVELOPE PLEASE!

36
The more integrated your messaging across channels, the better fundraising
14
12
12
results you will see. More
you9shouldn’t
re-allocate
all of your
4
4
9 importantly,
resources to online just because that’s your fastest growing revenue channel.
IN CANADA, THE MOST POPULAR MEDIA FOR PROMOTIONAL MESSAGES IS:
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Direct Mail

Do two more important things: First test the usability and ease of your
68 of Canadians read their mail right away
online donation form. Second,
since your online donation form is now
87 of Canadians will read mail personally addressed to them
94 of Canadians will open mail from a company they know
being used by many of your
older donors, make sure it is easy to fill out
with clear and large enough instructions.
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PLAYS
THINGS THAT HAVE
In closing, direct mail
offers two DIRECT
hugeMAIL
benefits
BEEN SENT IN THE MAIL
NICELY WITH OTHERS
over digital.

DIRECT MAIL IS SO

First, it has been scientifically proven that the brain retains
When you add Direct
Mail to a than
multimedia
information gathered from
paper
for
much
longer
it does
DIRECT MAIL IS EXCITING
campaign, campaign
awareness can increase
for digital messaging. In other words, people trust paper.
%
Second, you can use it to engage donors by makingoritmore.
interactive;
this tactile nature inherent in only direct mail is a big plus.

People consider
Direct Mail to be

(Just try attaching those to an email.)

20

It can smell like flowers. Or a new car.
You can send a free sample.
Or a coupon.

Which makes you way more likely to
watch this nifty video about Direct Mail.

You can launch it.

Canada Post
research study

2012

3X

more trustworthy
than social media.

Case in point: Watch this
video:Coupons
https://youtu.be/KE8oQP2c19M
Consumers

52

%

of promotions
and coupons
redeemed are
received
PAGE
via Direct Mail.
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Guerrilla marketing,
an economical way to acquire
new followers/donors.
Call it experiential marketing, ambient
or guerrilla marketing. This customer
experience has become the new
“in-way” to capture and acquire the
attention of future donors or customers.
It is also a great way for brands to
distinguish and set themselves apart
from their competition. This might
sound self-evident when thinking
about the relationship between
charities and individuals as donor
experience (DX) has deeply changed
how direct marketing is done today.
Guerrilla marketing is also the ideal
way for small businesses or charities to
reach a large audience without
breaking the bank.
Here are some good examples:
Parkinson’s Victoria
To highlight the problem of slowness,
rigidness and shaking limbs often
associated with Parkinson’s disease
and how it can make simple, everyday

tasks virtually impossible.
For non-sufferers it’s difficult to
comprehend an existence where
opening a carton of milk or using a
telephone is an impossible task.

To help them
experience
this lack of
physical
control for
themselves the charity placed arcade
style skill-testers with everyday
objects around Melbourne malls.
The Result: In the first 12 hours
over $5,000 was collected in the slot
machine at $1 at a time.
Credit: Agency: DDB/Rapp Melbourne, Australia.
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Finally, they
put up pledge
boards for
them to sign.
In one
month,
over 10,000
signed a
pledge not
to drink
and drive.

Anti-Drinking & Driving
Campaign.
A charity called HELP in Malaysia,
along with its advertising agency, took
parts from a car that was wrecked in a
drunk driving accident and fashioned
a wheelchair out of the parts.

Credits: Agency: BBDO/Proximity Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

Refugee Aid, Belgium
In 2009, Refugee Aid Belgium was
concerned about the arbitrary criteria
the Belgian government was using
to decide which refugee could stay
and which refugee had to be expelled.
Due to a lack of legal guidelines
these life changing decisions were
based on no more than appearances
of the people applying for asylum.
To show the absurdity of this law, the
charity asked local citizens to be the
jury & experience the inefficiency
and absurdity of the procedure.

They then displayed it at a college where
this hard-hitting message caught the
attention of students.
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They placed five real refugees in a glass
house in the centre of Brussels.

Amnesty International eBay Sale
Every year an estimated 2 million
women and young girls are victims of
sex trafficking. Amnesty International’s
task was to bring to attention to this
outrageous violation of human rights.
In order to inform the public about
modern slavery, they created a media
campaign on the world’s largest
Passers-by were then asked to participate
auction platform eBay.
in The Refugee Game Show and
They used eBay to get the message
vote for their favourite refugee.
across.
Only the chosen could stay in Belgium,
The live
the others were to be deported. Just like
auctions
the government officials, the passers-by
offered
had to make snap judgements based on
women
just a few simple facts: name, age, place
of birth and most important of all—looks. for sale
with a
People were asked to vote on the website,
starting
the website got flooded with votes but also
bid of
outraged emails. The glass house appeared
1,999.00
on every news broadcast, made every
Euros.
newspaper and hundreds of blog-sites.
The media pressure was so strong that
during the formation of the new Belgian
government the first policy all parties
agreed on was the urgent reform of the
Belgian immigration policy. They couldn’t
have asked for more.
Bronze Cannes Lions Media Winner. Credit:
Agency: Famous Brussels, Belgium.
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Consumers discovered the ad’s true
meaning and realized how shockingly
easy it is to buy a woman these
days. One day after its launch, the
eBay attack was the cover story of
Switzerland’s largest newspaper.
The message spread quickly and within
48 hours, thousands of people had already
signed the online petition against slavery.
The eBay campaign generated a huge buzz
in thousands of newspapers, including
Spiegel.de, ORF, Yahoo News, MSN,
Washington Post and the New York Times.
The topic was discussed in over a hundred
blogs. The campaign accomplished even
more than its purpose; in 2009, a people’s
initiative was launched in Switzerland to
protect women against human trafficking.
Silver Cannes Lions Media Winner. Credit:
Agency: Walker Zürich, Switzerland.

Israeli Food Bank.
Israeli Food Bank wanted to reveal a
simple cruel reality: Thousands of
Israelis go hungry!

To gain attention, food plates are placed
in steel sewer grates on main streets.
They gave the illusion of a kitchen
plate dryer, on the pavement.
The plates carried the message:
Too many people eat on the street.
The campaign led to a huge increase
in the number of visitors to the website
and in the number of donations
raised by the organization.
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Global Angels:  Help Someone
Far Away.
This campaign was created by
students. Everyone helps someone
nearby, but not always someone far
away. This was the premise of success
for the Gold Young Lions winners in
Film at this year’s Cannes International
Festival. In under 60 seconds with
no more than a Nokia N8 camera,
each team recorded students
walking through town with
grocery bags and falling in front
of bystanders. The bystanders
were quick to help and then they
were thanked with a card with
the Global Angel message.

Here’s the video:
https://youtu.be/lQpLkMyp1aU
Credits:
Advertising Agency:Lapiz/Leo Burnett, Chicago, USA
Art Director:Gaston Soto
Copywriter:Omar Sotomayor
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The Bridal Uniform
The charity used a fashion show to
highlight the problem in Pakistan
where 25,000 school girls become
child brides every year.
Watch:
https://youtu.be/ZxsRSwQJdkE

Credits:
Advertising Agency: BBDO Pakistan
Production Company: Ali Xeeshan Theatre
Studio
Executive Creative Director: Ali Rez
Creative Directors: Hira Mohibullah, Assam
Khalid, Ali Rez
Designer: Ali Xeeshan
Copywriters: Aamna Rahim, Huma Mobin
Associate Creative Director: Moiz Khan
Creative Assistant: Fatima Ansari
Designers: Haroon Rashid, Haseeb Akram
Account Executives: Tazeen Asaad, Eesha
Khan
Production Assistant: Mian Aleem Ali
Producer: Zohaib Kazi
Public Relations: Maida Azmat
Designer: Ahmed Zafar
Producer: Raza Shah
Strategic Planning Director: Assam Khalid
Photographer: Abdullah Harris
Creative Director: Jamayal Tanweer
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OPT IN, OPT OUT, OPTIONS:
To subscribe, email me at:
billy@designersinc.ca
To download back issues of my
newsletters go to ‘Freebies’ on my website:
www.designersinc.ca
To unsubscribe, send me an e-mail simply
saying, “Please, remove.” To participate,
send me an email with your suggestions.
To post a comment, please include your
name, email address and your thoughts.
Let me remind you that your name and/or
e-mail address will never be shared, sold,
circulated, or passed along to anyone else.
BKS Fundraising/Designers Inc.
1806-77 Harbour Square
Toronto, ON
M5J 2S2
© Designers Inc.
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